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The answer is option 1: her brother died. He died of cancer. 

 

 
 

In this AH Chart you see a T-square consisting of: 

 

 Jupiter, Ruler of the 3rd House of brothers  in her 12th House (of loss) 

 square Mars , natural significator of brothers (conjunct Uranus and Venus, Venus 

Rules her 8th House of death) in the 3rd House of brothers 

 opposite the Sun/Floating Mc. Sun is Ruler of the radical 8th House 
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9 Astrologers participated in the Test . 6 Astrologers found the correct answer. Below 

follow their answers in order of receipt. 

 

 

Erika Eilert- Hein ( Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

o Asc.  in Libra, Ruler Venus in 3rd House (brother) is also the ruler of 8th  House of 

death 

o Venus sextile Saturn (end of Life)  

o Jupiter ruler 3rd  and 6th House (4 from 3rd , end of matters) in 12th (loss)  

o in the 10th House (8th  from 3rd )  is Mercury (sign for brothers), Mercury rules the 

12th  House (loss) 

 

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany) 

uses Profections 

 

o Profection of the year at the age of 70 = 11th  House 

Scorpio Ascendant becomes house 1 = from the point of view of the AC Ruler 

Mars with Uranus on cusp 8 (death). 

Mars is the general signifier for brothers. Mars-Uranus means the sudden death 

of the brother. Here in the 8th House (6th House Radix) there is also Saturn in 

Gemini (death of a sibling) 

o the Profected month is identical with the Profected year (11th  house). So the 

brother dies within a month of the birthday 

o the Profected day is House 3 of 11 = 1st  House radix. Ruler Jupiter (also ruler of 

the 3rd  house Radix Pisces) is in the 8th  house and indicates the death of a sibling. 

 

 

Matthieu Kaiser 

uses Profections, Quotidian 
 

The profected Ascendant is conjunct natal Jupiter, which is almuten of the 3rd House, in 

the 8th . 

 

Besides, in the lunar revolution adjusted for precessions, Saturn is conjunct the 

Ascendant, hence a heavy and sad environment during the month. 
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Finally, the quotidian horoscope is particularly telling. Mars, the almuten of the 3rd , is 

in square to the Sun, accidental significator of death as ruler of the 8th , and Pluto, 

general significator of death. The Sun and Pluto are conjunct in the 1st House. Uranus is 

exactly conjunct to the cusp of the 3rd House (Placidus Houses). Mars is also in square to 

Jupiter, almuten of the 12th House. All this speaks of a separation from the brother by 

death, a very sudden event which deeply shook this lady. 

 

 

 

S.L. Narasimhan (India) 

uses Khullar Cuspal Inter Links (KCIL) using SSL 

 

 

Dasa running as on given date was Me-Ju-Ju-Mo-Ke.    

 

All these Planets  are appearing as source  in 1-8 Marka and Badka places of elder brother 

in the native's chart.   Also all these Planets are significators of 1-8 Marka and Badka 

Houses of elder brother in the given chart. Thus Dasa series Planets confirms the danger 

to the life of the native's elder brother. 

 

Real Transit:    On the event date, Sun was transiting Jupiter Sign (Bhukti lord) Venus Star 

which is significator of 1-8 Marka and Badka houses of brother in the chart.  Moon was 

also transiting in Jupiter sign Jupiter star.  Moreover, Venus is SSL of Badka House of 

brother and Venus is in the star of Jupiter in the natal chart.  Thus Sun Moon transit was 

confirming danger to the life of brother.  Death inflicting planet Saturn was transiting in 

Venus (Badka SSL) and in Jupiter Star (Bhukti Lord) 

 

Virtual Transit:    Progressed Ascendant SSL was Saturn  on the date of event  and 

Saturn involves and commits to 1,8, Marka and Badka Houses of brother in the chart of 

native.  Progressed Moon position also signifies the same in the progressed chart.   
 

 

 

Aurore Paquet (France) 

uses Solar Return Classic method 

 

o The lunar eclipse of October 18, 2013 25 ° 51’ Aries activates Almuten Jupiter 

from natal 3rd  to 8th  

 

o The Solar Return  2013 covers the even: Ruler  of the year is Venus 
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o The Profected ASC in Libra is on the part of the brothers in natal 20 ° 31’ Libra. 

Venus in Solar Return is square to the cusp of axis 4/10 
 

o In natal  Chart Venus in exile is Almuten of  4th  square to Jupiter almuten of ASC 

and 3rd  House 
 

o In the Solar Return the Profected ASC in the 9th  where Mars is Almuten divisor 

of 10th House (the 8th  of 3rd  = death of brother) 

 

o Jupiter almuten of 3rd Profected House arrives in the sign where are  Mars and 

Saturn which announces a bad year for the brother with risk of death 

 

o Saturn transits the natal 10th  square to Jupiter almuten of natal 3rd  

          

 

 

Chiarastella Ghersani (Italy) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

o Uranus, Mars and Venus in 3rd  House in Capricorn   

o square to Jupiter, Ruler of the 3rd AH House of brothers  in 12th  House 

o and opposite Sun in Aries  6th House 

 

 
--- 

 

 Thank you all for your contributions the past year. Keep participating and enhancing 

your skills the coming year!  A new Test will be posted round and about February 1st. 

 

 


